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Key points 

 

 MAVEN data and simulations confirm a twisted field configuration is present in the 

Martian magnetotail that is highly dependent on IMF BY 

 Open fields, likely created by magnetic reconnection between Mars crustal fields and 

the IMF, occupy a majority of the twisted tail lobes 

 Comparisons with Earth suggest the dipolar component of Mars’ crustal fields play a 

crucial role in altering the magnetotail structure 

 

Abstract 

Measurements provided by the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) 

spacecraft are analyzed to investigate the Martian magnetotail configuration as a function of 

IMF BY. We find that the magnetotail lobes exhibit a ~45° twist, either clockwise or 

counterclockwise from the ecliptic plane, up to a few Mars radii downstream. Moreover, the 

associated cross-tail current sheet is rotated away from the expected location for a Venus-like 

induced magnetotail based on nominal interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) draping. Data-

model comparisons using magnetohydrodynamic simulations are in good agreement with the 

observed tail twist. Model field line tracings indicate that a majority of the twisted tail lobes 

are composed of open field lines, surrounded by draped IMF. We infer that dayside magnetic 

reconnection between the crustal fields and draped IMF creates these open fields and may be 

responsible for the twisted tail configuration, similar to what is observed at Earth.  
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This study investigates the magnetic environment of Mars in order to understand how its 

structure is different from other planets. In the past, it was thought that the Sun's magnetic 

field interacts with Mars in a similar way to that of a comet or Venus. This would imply that 

the magnetic field geometry could be easily predicted; however, recent investigations have 

found that this is not the case. This work includes both simulation and MAVEN data to 

determine that the magnetic environment of Mars is much different than this original picture. 

The conclusions find that these fields are twisted from their expected geometry, suggesting a 

difference in the interaction between Mars and the Sun. Because atmospheric particles are 

able to travel along these magnetic fields, this unique geometry may have great implications 

for atmospheric loss at Mars. 

 

1. Introduction 

The Martian magnetosphere is a complex magnetic environment, unlike any other in our 

solar system. To first order, this magnetosphere forms as the upstream interplanetary 

magnetic field (IMF) drapes around the planet while interacting with the obstacle presented 

by the upper atmosphere and ionosphere [Nagy et al., 2004]. Early Mars missions that carried 

magnetometers revealed that this interaction results in a dual-lobe magnetotail with a central 

cross-tail current sheet, similar to a comet- or Venus-like interaction with the solar wind 

[Yeroshenko et al., 1990; Luhmann et al., 1991; Fedorov et al., 2006; Bertucci et al., 2011]. 

At Mars, however, this induced magnetosphere paradigm is complicated by the presence of 

the localized crustal magnetic fields [Acuna et al., 1998; 1999]. 

The strongest crustal sources are located near 180°E longitude [Connerney et al., 2001] 

and rotate with the planet, creating an ever-changing obstacle to the upstream solar wind. 

Furthermore, these planetary fields are able to undergo magnetic reconnection with the 

impinging IMF [Brain, 2006; Halekas et al., 2009; Harada et al., Magnetic reconnection on 
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dayside crustal magnetic fields at Mars: MAVEN observations, submitted to Geophys. Res. 

Lett., 2018]. This occurrence of reconnection introduces new field topologies and electric 

currents throughout the system. In particular, the structure of the Martian magnetotail is 

populated with a variety of field topologies [Brain et al., 2007; Weber et al., 2017; Xu et al., 

2017a; Xu et al., 2017b] that facilitate the transport of mass, energy, and momentum through 

an assortment of processes. At Mars, observations of magnetic reconnection [Dubinin et al., 

2008; Eastwood et al., 2008; Harada et al., 2015a; 2017], flux rope formation [Eastwood et 

al., 2012; DiBraccio et al., 2015; Hara et al., 2017], current sheet flapping [DiBraccio et al., 

2017], Marsward and tailward ion flows [Harada et al., 2015b], magnetic lobe dependence 

on IMF orientation [Crider et al., 2004; Romanelli et al., 2015] and ionosphere magnetization 

[Liemohn et al., 2017], and bulk plasma escape [e.g., Brain et al., 2010; Halekas et al., 2016] 

have been reported in the magnetotail. These dynamics have direct magnetospheric 

consequences, including both energy deposition into the upper atmosphere and tailward 

particle acceleration, which in turn, is a main contributor to atmospheric escape to space [e.g., 

Dubinin et al., 1993; 2011; Lundin, 2011; Brain et al., 2015; Y Dong et al., 2015; 2017]. 

Recently, Luhmann et al. [2015a] described details of the magnetotail field topology from 

a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulation of the Mars-solar wind interaction. The results 

suggest that a large fraction of the magnetotail lobes in the near-Mars tail may be composed 

of open magnetic fields, with one end connected to the planet, rather than predominantly 

draped IMF. Furthermore, Luhmann et al. [2015a] concluded that, because large portions of 

the Martian tail may contain fields connected to the planet, the structure does not strictly 

maintain an induced tail polarity pattern predicted by standard IMF draping. This shifts the 

paradigm of the solar wind interaction away from comet-like to a situation unique to Mars; 

however, in situ observations of the Martian tail are necessary to confirm this conceptual 

revision. 
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Now, using data from the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) mission 

[Jakosky et al., 2015], it is possible to observationally address this Martian magnetotail 

paradigm shift. MAVEN’s orbit (described further in Section 2) precesses about the planet to 

provide global coverage of the magnetotail out to nearly three planetary radii, enabling a 

statistical assessment of the magnetic field configuration. Through data-model comparisons 

using multi-species, single fluid MHD simulations, we characterize a twisted tail 

configuration and assess possible field topologies responsible for the unique structure of the 

Martian magnetotail. 

 

2. Analysis Tools and Methodology 

This study utilizes the statistics of MAVEN in situ measurements and MHD simulations to 

enhance the scientific return of single-point spacecraft measurements. Here, MAVEN data 

and simulation results are reported in Mars solar orbital (MSO) coordinates: XMSO is directed 

from the center of the planet to the center of the Sun, ZMSO is perpendicular to the planet’s 

orbital plane, and YMSO completes the right-handed system. 

 

2.1 MAVEN Overview 

The MAVEN spacecraft orbits Mars over a ~4.5-h period with periapsis and apoapsis 

altitudes of ~150 km and ~6200 km, respectively [Jakosky et al., 2015]. An orbital inclination 

of 75° enables precession through latitudes and local times, providing sufficient coverage of 

the Martian space environment to construct global maps of average conditions at altitudes 

interior to apoapsis. It is important to note that, due to this precession, there are periods when 

MAVEN’s orbit does not pass through certain regions of the local space environment. To 

characterize the magnetic configuration of the Martian magnetotail, we require that MAVEN 

measured both the upstream IMF and the magnetotail over a given orbit. 
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MAVEN’s Magnetometer (MAG) [Connerney et al., 2015] provides vector magnetic field 

measurements at a maximum sampling rate of 32 vectors s
-1

. MAG data are analyzed to 

determine the magnetic field orientation and strength in the upstream solar wind and in the 

magnetotail. In this work, the magnetotail fields are analyzed using 30-s-average MAG data 

that has been calculated from the full resolution measurements. This 30 s resolution is more 

than sufficient to identify global trends in the Martian magnetosphere. 

The Solar Wind Ion Analyzer (SWIA) [Halekas et al., 2015] provides measurements of 

ion distributions at cadences up to 4 s. SWIA and MAG observations are utilized together to 

characterize solar wind parameters upstream of the bow shock. Periods of pristine solar wind 

were selected by implementing the algorithm developed by Halekas et al. [2017], based on 

measurements of bulk flow speed, proton scalar temperature, spacecraft altitude, and 

normalized magnetic field fluctuation levels. Specifically, the bulk flow speed is required to 

be greater than 200 km s
-1

 and the normalized root-sum-squared value of the magnetic field 

fluctuations must be less than 0.15. Therefore, this algorithm selects orbits with stable 

upstream IMF by omitting those with enhanced foreshock turbulence to provide a 

conservative selection of MAVEN orbits for use in this study. Upstream averages of proton 

density, temperature, and velocity, along with magnetic field strength and orientation are 

calculated for each selected orbit. In this study, the primary function of the Halekas et al. 

[2017] algorithm is to implement a robust, consistent method for determining the upstream 

IMF orientation to compare with the Martian magnetotail configuration. Therefore, this 

analysis excludes any orbits that did not meet the algorithm selection criteria. 
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2.2 Model Background 

We utilize the 3-D multi-species, single fluid Block Adaptive Tree Solar-wind Roe 

Upwind Scheme (BATS-R-US) MHD code coupled with the 3-D Mars Thermospheric 

General Circulation Model (MTGCM) to simulate the Mars-solar wind interaction [Ma et al., 

2004; C F Dong et al., 2015]. To accurately represent the Martian magnetosphere, crustal 

magnetic fields are included by implementing the Arkani-Hamed [2002] spherical harmonic 

model in near-Mars space, starting from an inner boundary of ~100 km altitude. The 

occurrence of magnetic reconnection is controlled by numerical diffusion throughout the 

simulation. 

 

The MHD simulations were performed using a Mars Equinox season and typical EUV 

fluxes for solar maximum. The solar wind inputs represent average upstream conditions at 

Mars: solar wind velocity of 400 km s
-1

, solar wind density of 4 cm
-3

, IMF magnitude of 3 nT, 

and a Parker spiral angle of 56°. In order to investigate the influence of IMF orientation on 

magnetotail configuration, simulations were performed using both +BY, -BX and -BY, +BX 

IMF orientations, representing the Eastward and Westward Parker Spiral cases, respectively. 

Note that BY is, on average, the dominant IMF component at Mars’ orbit. The simulations 

were repeated for four planetary orientations with the strongest crustal fields at noon, 

midnight, dawn, and dusk locations in local time. 

Following these model runs, two model ‘data’ products were produced. In one set, we ‘fly’ 

through the simulation space along the MAVEN orbital segments used in the statistical data 

set and extract the average model vector fields. In the second model data product, field line 

tracings were performed to determine field topology by interpolating over the model vector 

fields within a spherical grid sample. Field lines were traced both inward to the ~100 km 

simulation boundary and outward to 3 RM (where RM is the radius of Mars, or ~3397 km). 
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This simulation domain covers the extent of MAVEN’s orbit (see Figure 1) and enables 

consistent data-model comparisons. By performing these field line tracings, three topologies 

are defined: 1) closed field lines, with both ends connected to the lower boundary; 2) open 

field lines, with one end connected to the lower boundary and the other end passing through 

the 3 RM sampling grid outer boundary; and 3) draped field lines, with both end passing 

through the outer boundary. 

 

2.3 Statistics 

To gather statistics on the Martian magnetotail configuration, we analyze all MAVEN 

MAG and SWIA data available from November 2014 through January 2017. For selection, 

we require that 1) MAVEN observed both the upstream solar wind and the magnetotail (XMSO 

≤ –1 RM) over the course of a single orbit and 2) upstream parameters met the criteria of the 

Halekas et al. [2017] algorithm. Using these requirements, 1423 orbits were included in the 

analysis presented here. The MAVEN magnetotail orbital coverage based on this selection is 

depicted in Figure 1. A majority of the available tail measurements meeting these criteria are 

located within -1 RM ≤ YMSO ≤ +1 RM (Figure 1a) and -2 RM ≤ XMSO ≤ -1 RM (Figures 1b and 

1c). 

Analysis of the observed IMF parameters for all orbits included in this study represent 

typical quantities at Mars’ location in the inner solar system (Figures 1d-1f). The observed 

IMF magnitude (Figure 1d) has an average value of 3.3 nT. The IMF clock angle (Figure 1e), 

defined as the angle of the field vector in the YMSO-ZMSO plane where 0° is along +ZMSO, 

exhibits a bimodal distribution with average peaks at ±88°. This indicates that the IMF was 

mostly within the ecliptic plane, which is typical for planetary locations. The IMF Parker 

spiral angle (Figure 1f), defined as the angle of the field vector in the XMSO-YMSO plane where 
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0° is along +XMSO, demonstrates a broader bimodal distribution where the observed peaks are 

located at +96° and –68°. 

 

3. Results 

We investigate the effects of changing IMF direction on magnetotail configuration by 

examining MAG measurements of BX in the tail (the dominant component in this region) as a 

function of IMF orientation. We find that the IMF BY played the most significant role in 

determining the observed patterns of occurrence of ±BX fields and discuss these results in 

further detail: To analyze the tail configuration as a function of ±BY IMF, the orbits are first 

separated by IMF direction. Next, the tail BX measurement is normalized with respect to the 

total field magnitude (BX/B) and averaged over all orbits in bins of 0.1 RM × 0.1 RM. Cross-

tail views of the average tail orientation using calculations of BX/B are shown for +BY and -

BY IMF in Figures 2a and 2b, respectively. 

For a +BY IMF orientation, the expected pattern of BX in a cross-tail section would include 

a north-south orientation of the cross-tail current sheet with the sunward-directed tail lobe 

(+BX/B or red sectors in Figure 2) located in the post-midnight region (-YMSO) and the anti-

sunward lobe (–BX/B or blue sectors in Figure 2) in the pre-midnight region (+YMSO). 

However, the observed locations of the current sheet (white on the colorbar in Figure 2) and 

sunward/anti-sunward lobes for +BY IMF (Figure 2a) are twisted from this nominal 

configuration by ~45° in the counterclockwise direction. The +BX/B lobe is observed to 

encompass the northern, post-midnight tail sector while the -BX/B lobe is located in the 

southern, pre-midnight tail. The opposite is true for the -BY IMF case where the current sheet 

and tail lobes are rotated ~45° in the clockwise direction while the +BX/B lobe is positioned 

in the northern, pre-midnight tail and the -BX/B lobe is located in the southern, post-midnight 

sector. 
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MAVEN observations of average tail orientation are compared with MHD simulations by 

implementing the same technique for normalizing and averaging BX/B within each 0.1 RM × 

0.1 RM bin on the extracted average model vector fields (see Section 2.2). Comparable cross-

tail projections from the MHD results are presented in Figures 2c and 2d. For consistency, 

these model results were averaged over all four crustal field orientations because the data 

were not separated by crustal field location. A greater data density is required to provide an 

analysis based on crustal field orientation and will be performed in future work when 

observational statistics have increased. 

The location of the modeled tail lobes and cross-tail current sheet are in agreement with 

the MAVEN observations. For the +BY IMF model results in Figure 2c, the current sheet is 

rotated ~45° away from the north-south plane in the counterclockwise direction, causing the 

tail lobes to also experience this rotation. Conversely, the current sheet and tail lobes are 

rotated by ~45° in the clockwise direction for the -BY IMF simulation (Figure 2d). 

We find that the Martian tail configuration observed from both MAVEN data and MHD 

simulations are consistent and in good agreement. The current sheet orientation and 

magnetotail lobe positions are analogous for both the data and model projections in the +BY 

(Figures 2a and 2c) and the –BY (Figures 2b and 2d) IMF cases. From this data-model 

comparison we are able to confidently identify a distinct twist in the Martian magnetotail that 

cannot be explained simply by an induced orientation based on IMF draping. 

 

To explore the nature of the tail twist further, we examine the closed, open, and draped 

field topologies determined by model field line tracings (Section 2.2). The topological 

conditions for the ±BY IMF cases with a dayside (local noon) orientation of the strong crustal 

fields are displayed in Figure 3 using cross-tail slices of field topologies at a downtail 

distance of 2 RM. The field line tracings suggest that a majority of the Martian tail is 
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comprised of open field lines for both IMF scenarios at this distance. Furthermore, these 

open-field lobes are responsible for the observed tail twist. Within these open lobes, closed 

fields are observed to share this large, 45° rotation. The twisted closed- and open-field lobes 

are enveloped by draped fields, which do not experience the same degree of twisting. From 

these model results and their associated traced field footpoint locations, we infer that the open 

field lines were created by dayside magnetic reconnection between the closed crustal fields 

and draped IMF. 

To examine the influence of dayside magnetic reconnection further, we present simulation 

results of magnetotail configuration for cases with and without the Mars crustal fields, using 

an upstream IMF of BY = +3 nT. When crustal fields are not included in the simulation 

(Figure 3c) the tail lobes exhibit a typical induced pattern due to draped IMF. However, when 

crustal fields are included with the strongest sources located at local noon (Figure 3d), the 

modeled tail lobes reveal a twisted configuration. This demonstrates that the presence of the 

Martian crustal fields, and likely their interaction with the IMF, plays a crucial role in 

generating the twisted tail configuration observed at Mars. 

 

4. Discussion 

For the first time, we are able to utilize global in situ measurements to confirm the twisted 

structure of the Martian magnetotail. We have performed data-model comparisons using 

MAVEN MAG/SWIA data along with the BATS-R-US MHD model coupled with the 

MTGCM and the Arkani-Hamed [2002] spherical harmonic crustal field model. The resulting 

observations and simulations are in good agreement, indicating that the magnetic 

configuration of the Martian tail is markedly different for periods of +BY and -BY IMF. The 

results further demonstrate that the sunward and anti-sunward lobes of the tail are twisted 

~45° away from their expected location based on a purely induced tail formed by draped IMF. 
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Observations of this tail twist have also been recently reported in an investigation of solar 

wind variation effects on oxygen ion escape at Mars [Dubinin et al., 2017]. 

By utilizing model field information including field line tracings, we have inferred that a 

majority of the tail is composed of open field lines, likely formed via dayside reconnection 

between the IMF and Martian crustal fields. An analysis of MAVEN superthermal electron 

data to better diagnose magnetotail field topology is also underway (see Xu et al. [2017a]) 

and will be implemented in future studies for data-model comparisons of tail field topology. 

The simulation results presented here suggest that dayside magnetic reconnection may be 

responsible for the twisted tail configuration observed at Mars. Although further work is 

needed to definitively support this conclusion, observations at Earth, albeit an intrinsic 

magnetosphere, have revealed a similar magnetotail twist with a dependence on IMF BY. 

Cowley [1981] reported that a torque exerted by the IMF BY on the Earth’s magnetosphere 

about the Sun-planet axis results in an asymmetric addition of open flux in the tail lobes. This 

open flux is produced at the beginning of the Dungey cycle [Dungey, 1961] when magnetic 

reconnection occurs between the planetary field and the IMF, creating open field lines that 

are circulated to the tail by the solar wind flow. As these open fields are asymmetrically 

added to the Earth’s magnetotail, a tail twist would be observed. [Kaymaz et al., 1994] 

utilized IMP 8 measurements to investigate the IMF control on Earth’s magnetotail at ~33 

Earth radii downtail and observed a nonuniform tail field distribution during periods of 

dominant IMF BY. Additionally, the results of this study revealed that the IMF BY cases 

exhibited a current sheet rotation that varied with IMF strength and downtail distance. By 

comparing these results with simulations of the solar wind-terrestrial magnetosphere 

interaction, Kaymaz et al. [1995] determined that the tail twist results from reconnection and 

related MHD motions within the magnetosphere. Many additional studies have been 
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conducted to investigate the magnetotail response to IMF BY at Earth [e.g., Tsurutani et al., 

1984; Sibeck et al., 1985; Macwan, 1992]. 

Although Mars lacks a global intrinsic field, the dynamics at Earth indicate that attention 

must be paid to the occurrence of dayside reconnection and the resulting circulation of 

magnetic flux. Recently, MAVEN data have provided the first comprehensive example of 

dayside magnetic reconnection at Mars [Harada et al., Magnetic reconnection on dayside 

crustal magnetic fields at Mars: MAVEN observations, submitted to Geophys. Res. Lett., 

2018]. Observations of frequent magnetic reconnection throughout the Martian 

magnetosphere [e.g., Krymskii et al., 2002; 2004; Halekas et al., 2006; 2009] suggest that the 

presence of intrinsic crustal magnetic fields, combined with induced magnetosphere 

dynamics, create a hybrid magnetosphere structure. This hybrid magnetosphere is strongly 

influenced by both intrinsic and induced fields, as illustrated in Figure 4. 

 

The theory of a hybrid Martian magnetosphere, consisting of a global intrinsic dipole field 

contribution surrounded by induced/draped fields, was originally based on laboratory studies 

which identified magnetotail sectors composed of induced and intrinsic fields [Dubinin et al., 

1980]. Prior to the unambiguous detection of crustal magnetic fields by Mars Global 

Surveyor (MGS), Slavin and Holzer [1982] studied the Mars-solar wind interaction using 

Mars 2, 3, and 5 data for a comparative analysis with Venus. They concluded that a modest 

intrinsic magnetic dipole moment would be necessary to explain the effective bow shock 

shape and location. Following this work, Axford [1991] determined that in addition to bow 

shock structure, Phobos 2 measurements of tail magnetic flux content could not be attributed 

to induced fields alone. Conversely, Dubinin et al. [1994] utilized Phobos 2 electron 

measurements to trace magnetic field topologies in the equatorial magnetosphere and 
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observed a magnetotail dependence on IMF orientation, suggesting an induced 

magnetosphere interaction. 

More recently, MGS observations of dayside magnetic fields demonstrated an asymmetry 

in the distribution of draped IMF [Brain et al., 2006], leaving many unanswered questions 

about the magnetosphere structure. Luhmann et al. [2015b] showed that global numerical 

simulations of the Mars-solar wind interaction aid the interpretation of the MGS data and 

posed the question of whether the axial dipole moment of Mars is truly understood. In an 

attempt to study the effects of an intrinsic dipole moment on the solar wind interaction and 

magnetotail configuration at Mars, Kallio et al. [2008] utilized a quasi-neutral hybrid model 

to simulate this interaction for varying axial-aligned dipole strengths. The resulting shape and 

location of the tail lobes are strikingly similar to the MAVEN observations presented here 

when considering the model results for a dipolar intrinsic field with a surface strength of 10 

nT (see Kallio et al. [2008] Figure 3b). When comparing the MAVEN magnetotail 

observations with the MHD simulations from Figure 2, along with those from Kallio et al. 

[2008], we consider that the influence of a dipolar contribution may play a role in shaping the 

magnetospheric structure at Mars. The Arkani-Hamed [2002] spherical harmonics crustal 

field model implemented in the MHD model does, indeed, include a low-order dipole term. 

Moreover, because the modeling results in Figure 2 have been averaged over all crustal field 

orientations the observed trends are due to the low-order terms while the impact of the high-

order terms are negligible. Although outside the scope of this study, determining whether a 

modest dipole moment influences the structure of the Martian magnetosphere is an important 

topic for future work. 
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In this work, we have performed a data-model comparison to statistically assess the 

configuration of the Martian magnetotail. Further comparison with the model results 

presented here, along with previous studies, suggest that this twisted tail configuration may 

be driven by the presence of a weak dipole term. At Earth where a strong dipole field is 

present, dayside magnetic reconnection occurring in the presence of a dominant IMF BY 

results in a similar twisted-tail pattern. Therefore, the presence of a modest magnetic dipole 

and dayside reconnection at Mars could be a possible explanation for this observed 

magnetotail pattern. 

To further understand the cause of this Martian magnetotail configuration, future work 

will utilize MAVEN’s continually growing data set to perform in-depth studies. These future 

studies will investigate the dependence of the tail twist on crustal field orientation and 

examine how this twist changes with downtail distance. Additionally, the influence of a 

modest dipole contribution will be considered as we move towards better understanding the 

unique structure of the Martian magnetosphere. 
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Figure 1. a-c) MAVEN orbital trajectories in the Martian magnetotail (XMSO ≤ –1 RM) 

included in this study. Views are shown a) in the equatorial plane, b) in the meridional plane, 

and c) from the tail towards Mars. An arbitrary crustal field orientation is depicted Connerney 

et al. [2005]. d-f) Distributions of measured quantities are displayed for d) IMF magnitude, e) 

IMF clock angle, and f) IMF Parker spiral angle. 
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Figure 2. Cross-tail projections of the normalized BX component in the Martian magnetotail 

as viewed from the tail towards Mars. Changes in tail configuration based on IMF periods of 

±BY (as indicated by columns) are shown for a-b) MAVEN observations and c-d) MHD 

simulations. Red and blue colors represent the sunward (+BX/B, into the page) and anti-

sunward (–BX/B, out of the page) directions, respectively. 
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Figure 3. Simulation results are presented using cross-tail slices at 2 RM downtail. a-b) 

Magnetic field topologies determined by field line tracings performed on MHD simulations, 

are shown for IMF periods of a) +BY and b) -BY. As viewed from the tail towards Mars, red 

and blue colors represent the sunward (+BX/B) and anti-sunward (-BX/B) directions, 

respectively. Symbols represent closed (+), open (), and draped () field topologies. c-d) 

Tail configurations are compared for the +BY IMF case both c) without and d) with the 

Arkani-Hamed [2002] crustal field model. 
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Figure 4. Schematics of a) an induced Martian magnetosphere similar to a Venus- or comet-

like interaction with draped IMF magnetic fields (yellow) and b) a hybrid Martian 

magnetosphere including open (magenta), closed (cyan), and draped (yellow) field topologies. 

 


